
Burner
You are sure to work up a burn on this
top to bottom route off of Mt. Lincoln

Rahlves Run/
Hendersons Bowl/
Catwalk/ Silverbelt 

Mt. Lincoln Express; exit right and
follow the signs for Rahlves Run

Starting Out Mellow, ridge line warm up run
Mt. Judah; take the Jerome Hill
Express, exit right and look for
"easiest way down" 

Pioneer Trail

Bumps
(Learning)

Nice sized bumps for perfecting your
form (when the condtions are right)

Disney Express; exit right and follow
the Disney Traverse until you see it
on skier's right 

Pony Express

Easy Scenic Mid-mountain, gentle slope
Mt. Lincoln; Christmas Tree Express,
exit right 

Cat Walk

Burner
Wide open turns with some small cliffs; try
to come here first thing in the morning as
it tends to get tracked out later in the day 

Disney Express; head directly under
the lift for Disney Nose, then stay to
skier's right for Hour Glass 

Disney Nose/
Hour Glass

Scenic Cruiser
This ridge run from the summit of Mt.
Lincoln is perfect for taking photos

Judah Express; exit left and follow
the signs

Lakeview/
Crowleys Traverse/
Station B

Steep & Deep
This steep, long run is an absolute must
when the snow is fresh 

Sugar Bowl
Disney Express; exit left and follow
the traverse past the patrol shack

Showing off
Fun gullies with small to medium cliffs
directly underneath the Lincoln Express

Lincoln Express; follow Rahlves
Run and cut back under the cliffs
on the left, near Carl's Nose; for 
 the bold, try Sisters/Fullers (w/
cliffs) from Lincoln Peak

Hari Kari or
Steilhang Gully

Steep
& Scary

Seriously steep and seriously fun. Be
cautious on your first lap and always
be aware of cliffs

Lincoln Express; exit right and go
past Silver Belt

The 58'/Hidden
Gully

Glades 
Awesome, steep tree skiing with consistent
snow quality

Crow's Peak lift; exit left
Crows Face/
Strawberry
Fields

Hike-to steep bowl skiing on the Judah
Side; you can generally find fresh
tracks here well into a powder day.

Mt. Judah; Take the Summit Chair
and exit right to follow the ridge to
your into the Bowl 

Judah Bowl
Short
& Steep
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